
JEANNEAU Prestige 440S (2011) - Diesel

General Characteristic
Shipyard and model: Jeanneau Prestige 440S
Length: 11.98 mt (overall: 13.36 mt)- Width: 4.16 mt 
Weight: 9500 kg
Engines: 2 x VOLVO PENTA IPS 500 – Diesel
Power: 2 x 370 hp (750 hours)  
Fuel tank: 920 lt - Water tank: 400 lt
Year of construction: 2011
Capacity: 12 people / Sleeps: 4 + 2
Cabins: 2 + salon - Bathroom: 2
Condition: boat in excellent condition - hardtop with opening - 2 

double cabins and two bathrooms

Description
Elegant Hardtop Cruiser from the leading French shipyard
Jeanneau. This yacht is proposed with snappy lines and a dynamic
temperament. Thanks to the study of its hull and the IPS engine, it
guarantees exceptional performance. The living cockpit with 
Hardtop roof and electric opening, offers a large aft dinette with 
dining table. Cabin layout: saloon with large dinette and table, 
equipped pantry. Large double forward cabin with bathroom and 
shower, double aft guest cabin with dedicated bathroom. 

Accessories/Equipment:  
Hot water boiler - inverter - battery charger - 7KW generator -
complete awnings - Sat TV system - double Sky decoder -
radio/stereo - TV - orthopedic mattresses - chain counter - hot/cold
air conditioning - aft garage with ascent winch - tender with 
Yamaha fb engine - Hardtop with electric opening - Raymarine
Eco/Fishfinder with antenna and specific GPS - Autopilot - VHF - HD 
Radar - preset fog horns - new batteries 2016/2017.

*plus commission. The given information is purely indicative and does not constitute a contractual 

obligation. Images are for illustrative purpose and may differ from the original. No guarantee for typing 

errors and omissions.

Price: € 220.000,00 *
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